
 

 

“WE SHOULD GIVE BACK TO SOCIETY” 

says Mr. Lavu Anjaiah Chowdary,  

President of TANA  

during hisSpecial Lecture on  

Prospectus of Higher Education at USA and Career opportunities

 

 As a part of career enhancement program, to create awareness on the measures to 

be taken for pursuing higher education in USA and the Career opportunities after that. The 

office of Dean Student Affairs has organized a special invited talk by Sri 

LavuAnjaiahChowdary, President of Telugu Association of North America (TANA) on 22nd 

December 2021 at SangamamSemianr Hall. A total of 435 students have attended the 

session. 

 Across the world higher education is considered a privilege that many people aspire 

to have, Higher education is necessary to perk up individuals’ life, develop society, enhance 

ones’ social skills, and provide vast opportunities for individuals. Nowadays a person with a 

better degree is expected to be awarded a better salary. As we know there is youth all over 

the world from our country achieving a lot, with proper guidance, there is a lot ahead for the 

students to achieve. To fill this gap, a special session is planned with Sri 



 

LavuAnjaiahChowdary to have a precious talk on prospectus of higher education. He joined 

as a TANA member and had done many service activities. He always stood in the forefront 

to help the Telugus in North America and took initiatives in starting various social service 

activities. 

 Mr. LavuAnjaiahChowdhary, President, TANA (Telugu Association of North 

America), called on students to give back to the community as much as possible while 

serving in order to rise to higher positions in life during his lecture. Heconveyed his 

enormous happiness for his presence to guide everyone about their higher education 

opportunities at USA and how TANA would help the students of Telugu states in guiding 

them through the process. Deciphered about the TANA work and numerous effects made 

during a pandemic, helped several students in the US.He said that students should adopt 

the 3D (Discipline, Determination, Dedication) formula. All students were told to be mentally 

strong, to respect family ties, to adhere to moral values, and to serve the community. He 

then revealed the security tips that students should take when coming to the US. And the 

process of getting the I-20. Dr. LavuRathaiah, Chairman explained aboutthe importance of 

higher education. The session ended with a Q&A with students regarding various doubts 

and concerns they have related to the admission process. 

 

 


